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Further Resources

Using Email

Now that email is so prevalent, it is astonishingly quick, easy and cheap to contact people in bulk—no
letterhead, no envelopes, no stamps required.

You can choose between two formats for emails: the simple text kind (such as you send with Microsoft
Outlook), and HTML emails (that look like webpages when you open them). Either way, you will need
discrete mailing lists for each audience, as we discussed earlier. Since most of us are already accustomed
to using email clients like Outlook, I will focus here on sending HTML emails.

Worldcast is just one of several simple, relatively inexpensive programs that do it all for you. I found the
only downside to be that it was painful to import my Outlook email address book, and ended up re-
entering quite a bit of data. But from there, it was easy: once your addresses are in, they are there to stay.
Simply create the page you want in something like Dreamweaver (taking care with paths for things like
images) and then copy your HTML code and paste it into Worldcast—or, if you are a code-head, write it
straight into Worldcast. Select the people you want to send it to, and press the button: voilà!

A few further pointers:

• Always include an unsubscribe option, with the response coming straight back to you, and act on any
unsubscribes immediately.

• Bear in mind that you need to use text which communicates on its own: relying too heavily on images
will mean that a lot of people (those who set their email clients to not automatically display images) will
only see empty boxes in your email in place of pictures. They may not right-click and display them, so be
aware that your images may never be seen by some.

• Set a standard template or header, so that each email is recognizably from you and consistent with your
previous and future messages.

• Keep the tone of voice light and upbeat: remember the language of evangelism!

• Vary the content of your emails. Some should obviously be about church events (new young people’s
groups, Easter services, etc), but try also to include third-party events taking place in your church, such as
orchestral concerts and dramatic productions. (And telling the organizers of such events in advance that
you will help with the publicity could be what secures the booking!)

• Add in links to any relevant third-party site (for instance, if you are promoting a showing at church of
Passion of the Christ, link to the official movie website, related blogs, etc). And never forget a link to your
own church website!

• Your image size restrictions are as per web design.

• Finally, do not overdo it—keep the frequency of your emails at an acceptable level.


